Wednesday, April 13, 2022

Dear SAS Honors Program Students,

After a long and frankly confusing winter, warm weather is finally making its way back to Jersey. With finals looming in the next couple of weeks, take some time now to enjoy the heat. Go sit by Passion Puddle, set up a blanket on Voorhees Mall, hike through the Livi Eco Preserve, or spend some time on one of Werblin’s outdoor volleyball courts. Just get outside! This is the first Rutgers spring (on campus) for a lot of people so go out and see how the campus comes alive. And (while I wish this pun was original) what a re-leaf it will be!

Celebrate the nice weather with some of these upcoming events/announcements. Check out the Honors Colloquium-inspired art exhibit: Images of a Beloved Community. Thinking about your honors capstone and need some inspiration/motivation? Stop by the SAS Interdisciplinary Research Conference. Considering pursuing the next level of education? The upcoming Graduate School Panel is a great place to get more information on the process.

Warm Regards,
Justin Confalone
Your newsletter editor
**Images of a Beloved Community Exhibit**

The brand new art exhibit, *Images of a Beloved Community*, is a celebration of works created by students from the SASHP as part of their spring 2022 Honors Colloquium course. Running from **today, Apr 13 to Sep 1**, the exhibit is a celebration of inclusivity and the rich sense of community we have here at Rutgers. Students are encouraged to visit the exhibit physically at the Art Library on College Ave or browse the virtual exhibit [here](#).

**SAS Interdisciplinary Research Conference**

The **SAS Interdisciplinary Research Conference**, taking place **next Fri, Apr 22**, features student presentations of their 2022 Interdisciplinary Honors Theses (IHT) and the Interdisciplinary Research Teams (IRT). IHT presentations incorporate original student capstone research projects on a major question. IRT presentations showcase interdisciplinary projects that expand traditional notions of research through collaborative work. **IHT presentations will take place from 10:30 AM - 12 PM and 1 PM - 3 PM in LSC Room 201** while **IRT presentations will take place from 1 PM - 3 PM in the LSC Collaborative Center**.

**Graduate School Panel**

Thinking about grad school? Gain some insight into the process at the upcoming HPL-run **Graduate School Panel**. Honors Peer Leaders Jess and Tommy will answer any questions that students may have about further education in the social or life sciences. This event takes place **today, Apr 13 at 7 PM EST in Lucy Stone Hall Room A-215 on Livingston**. There will also be a Zoom option ([Meeting ID: 92526224714 Password: 737961](#)).